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Abstract—Normalization of clinical text involves linking different ways of talking about the same clinical concept to the
same term in the standardized vocabulary. To date, very few
annotated corpora for normalization have been available, and
existing corpora so far have been limited in scope and only
dealt with the normalization of diseases and disorders. In this
paper, we describe the annotation methodology we developed
in order to create a new manually annotated wide-coverage
corpus for clinical concept normalization, the Medical Concept
Normalization (MCN) corpus.
In order to ensure wider coverage, we applied normalization to
the text spans corresponding to the medical problems, treatments,
and tests in the named entity corpus released for the fourth
i2b2/VA shared task. In contrast to previous annotation efforts,
we do not assign multiple concept labels to the named entities
that do not map to a unique concept in the controlled vocabulary.
Nor do we leave that named entity without a concept label. Instead, our normalization method that splits such named entities,
resolving some of the core ambiguity issues. Lastly, we supply
a sieve-based normalization baseline for MCN which combines
MetaMap with multiple exact match components. The resulting
corpus consists of 100 discharge summaries and provides normalization for the total of 10,919 concept mentions, using 3,792
unique concepts from two controlled vocabularies. Our interannotator agreement is 67.69% pre-adjudication and 74.20%
post-adjudication. Our sieve-based normalization baseline for
MCN achieves 77% accuracy in cross-validation. We also detail
the challenges of creating a normalization corpus, including the
limitations deriving from both the mention span selection and
the ambiguity and inconsistency within the current standardized
terminologies. In order to facilitate the development of improved
concept normalization methods, the MCN corpus will be publicly
released to the research community in a shared task in 2019.
Index Terms—Clinical Concept Normalization, Annotation,
Medical Informatics, Natural Language Processing

I. I NTRODUCTION
Electronic health records detail a patient’s clinical history
and disease progression, including but not limited to information such as findings, symptoms, diseases, diagnoses, and
medications. Although a large portion of medical information
is recorded in structured format, the information embedded
in the free-text medical notes provides invaluable diagnostic
insights which are often not captured or recorded in the
structured data.
Extracting information from free-text medical notes requires
Named Entity Recognition (NER) and Named Entity Normalization (NEN), two foundational text processing tasks,
typically used in succession in order to (a) identify clinically
relevant concepts and (b) unify different ways of referring to

the same concept (or entity) by mapping it to a standardized
medical vocabulary. The information extracted from the medical notes is used in a number of diverse clinical applications
[1], [2] including clinical decision-making [3]–[5], mortality
prediction [6]–[8], adverse drug effect analysis [9]–[11] among
others. Medical NER, which identifies clinically-relevant text
spans (“mentions”), has been well explored in the research
community [12]–[16]. However, clinicians often refer to the
same concept in different ways. For example, one may use
“heart attack”, “MI”, and “myocardial infarction” to refer to
the same concept. In order to improve the ability of clinical
predictive models to generalize across different patient records,
such concept mentions must be normalized, i.e. different
mentions of the same concept must be linked in a consistent
way to the same concept in a standardized medical vocabulary.
By linking similar concept mentions to a standard vocabulary,
concept normalization also improves our ability to exchange
data across hospital locations.
To date, very few annotated corpora for the clinical concept
normalization task have been released to the community, and
the ones made available so far have been limited in scope. In
particular, the well-known ShARe/CLEF eHealth 2013 Task 1
[17], SemEval-2014 Task 7 [18], and SemEval-2015 Task 14
[19] all focus exclusively on the disease/disorder concepts. In
order to advance state of the art methods for concept normalization, larger and publicly available corpora are necessary
and required. In this work, our goal is to both increase the
amount of data available for this task and to improve the
coverage by no longer restricting the normalization process
to diseases/disorders and instead including a broader set of
medical concepts.
In this paper, we describe the methodology we developed
in order to create a manually annotated corpus for clinical
concept normalization. In order to ensure wider coverage, we
applied normalization to the text spans corresponding to the
medical problems, treatments, and tests in the corpus released
for the fourth i2b2/VA shared task [20], a clinical NER
corpus which identified the text spans corresponding to clinical
concepts. In MCN, we use two standardized vocabularies for
normalization: RxNorm [21] for medications and SNOMED
CT [22] for all other mentions. Previously, normalization
tasks limited the scope by allowing only certain SNOMED
CT concepts to be used, which resulted in many relevant
concepts not being properly normalized. Our task uses all of
SNOMED CT and RxNorm with the total coverage of over

3,790 concepts and over 13,600 distinct concept mentions.
Our annotation guidelines also allow us to give a consistent
treatment to compositional concepts which do not map to a
single concept in the vocabulary, by splitting a concept mention and normalizing the subsumed spans to different concepts
that together represent the original entity. The overall postadjudication inter-annotator agreement is 79.61% for singleentity concepts and 52.25% for compositional concepts. We
supply a sieve-based normalization model for MCN, with the
best performance reaching 77% accuracy in cross-validation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We describe related work in section II. We then introduce the
dataset, resources, and annotation guidelines, and describe the
annotation and adjudication process in the methods section
III. Annotation statistics and evaluation of the sieve-based
normalization model for MCN are described in the results
section IV. The issues and challenges involved in creating a
comprehensive set of guidelines for concept normalization, as
applied to the present project, are detailed in the discussion
section V. Finally, we conclude our annotation work and
expect the advance of the normalization task may improve
the quality of the healthcare.
II. R ELATED W ORK
One of the issues in the previously released clinical concept
normalization datasets was the abundance of relevant concepts
that could not be resolved in normalization. For example,
in the previous CLEF/SemEval challenges, if no appropriate
Concept Unique Identifier (CUI) could be found for a disorder
mention, it was assigned to a CUI-less category. According
to the reported statistics [18], about 30% of mentions were
labeled as CUI-less in the dataset. Unfortunately, assigning a
CUI-less label to a mention essentially defies the purpose of
the task – that is, improving generalization across different
mentions of the same concept. One of the reason for labeling
a mention as CUI-less in existing datasets was that the search
space was restricted to those concepts in SNOMED CT
[22] which belonged to 11 disorder-related semantic types,
namely, “Congenital Abnormality”, “Acquired Abnormality”,
“Injury or Poisoning”, “Pathologic Function”, “Disease or
Syndrome”, “Mental or Behavioral Dysfunction”, “Cell or
Molecular Dysfunction”, “Experimental Model of Disease”,
“Anatomical Abnormality”, “Neoplastic Process”, and “Signs
and Symptoms” – as defined in the Unified Medical Language
System (UMLS). While broadening the search space might
alleviate the issue with CUI-less mappings, it doesn’t resolve
it. Some mentions will still refer to the concepts which are
not present in the standardized terminologies, simply because
including every possible medical concept in a standardized
dictionary is impractical. Osborne et al., [23] applied compositional normalization approach to the CUI-less mentions
in the SemEval 2015 dataset. They categorized compositional
concepts into compositional aggregate and compositional composed concepts. “Breast or ovarian cancer” which contains two
individual concepts, “breast ... cancer” and “ovarian cancer”, is
an example of a compositional aggregate concept. “Bowel wall

thickening”, in which “thickening” is used to modify “bowel
wall” is an example of a compositional composed concept.
In the present work, we address the CUI-less issue using two
strategies. First, we allow the normalization of a mention to
any appropriate concept in SNOMED CT. Since the coverage
of medications in SNOMED CT is known to be incomplete, we
use the RxNorm [21] terminology to normalize the medication
mentions. In case of compositional concepts, our strategy is to
split each mention span into multiple smaller spans that can be
normalized to existing concepts. Even though the mention span
can not be normalized to a CUI, we may represent the original
mention span by linking multiple CUIs of the subsumed mention spans to form a post-coordinated expression, therefore,
providing more comprehensive information as compared to
assigning a CUI-less label.
Our annotation differs from the previous work conducted
by Osborne et al [23] in several crucial respects. First, instead of assigning multiple CUIs to a compositional concept
mention, which makes the classification problem harder for
automated algorithms, we develop the guidelines for splitting
and adjusting the mention span to smaller subsumed spans,
so that each subsumed mention span is annotated with a
single CUI. Second, importantly, unlike the CLEF/SemEval
data used in previous work, our normalization has a broader
coverage for different types of medical concepts, and includes
not just disorders, but all problems, treatments, and tests.
Finally, another contribution of the present work is that we
supply a sieve-based baseline normalization model for the new
corpus, which should facilitate comparison and evaluation for
computational methods proposed for the normalization task
using MCN corpus in the future.
III. M ETHODS
A. Datasets and Resources
Rather than identifying the relevant concept spans from
scratch, and then performing normalization, we opted to build
a normalization corpus on top of the fourth i2b2/VA shared
task data, one of the standard publicly available benchmarks
for clinical NER. The corpus released from the fourth i2b2/VA
[20] shared task includes discharge summaries from the Partners HealthCare and Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center.
We annotated a subset of 100 discharge summaries from this
data, linking the concept mention text spans to CUIs for
all medical problems, treatments, and tests, for the total of
10,919 mentions. We used the MAE [24] annotation tool for
the annotation and MAE2 [25] for the adjudication. Figure
1 illustrates the MAE and MAE2 user interface for the
annotation and adjudication.
B. Annotation Guidelines
The annotation task is to assign one or more concept
unique identifiers (CUIs) to each clinical concept mentioned
in the discharge summaries. For example, the medical problem
mention “heart attack” would map to the CUI C0027051
“myocardial infarction”. As mentioned above, we restrict our
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(a) MAE Annotation Tool

either annotation approach will be equivalent if the appropriate
concept hierarchy and relation are defined. However, the first
approach requires more explicit relationships to be defined
between concepts to construct a reasonable post-coordinated
expression. We therefore ask annotators to normalize a compositional concept mention following the second strategy, i.e.,
identifying the largest span that has an appropriate mapping
in the vocabulary.

left

breast

biopsy

left

breast biopsy

left breast biopsy

Fig. 2: Annotation of compositional concept mentions.
(b) MAE2 Adjudication Tool

Fig. 1: (a) MAE annotation tool; (b) MAE2 adjudication tool.
CUIs to the following two vocabularies in the UMLS version
2017AB:
• SNOMED CT (SNOMEDCT_US), a comprehensive normalized vocabulary for clinical terminology.
• RxNorm (RXNORM), which provides normalized concept synonyms for medications.
We provide detailed instructions with examples in our annotation guidelines (see Supplemental Materials). We highlight
some of the key features of our guidelines below:
1) Contextual Information: Contextual information can affect the results of normalization. When considering the context, experienced and novice annotators may interpret the
context differently, which in turn causes inconsistent normalization. Furthermore, the window size of the context to
be considered during the normalization vary among different
mentions and writing styles. Therefore, we only require the
use of contextual information for the normalization when the
mention itself does not provide enough information.
2) Compositional Concepts a.k.a “Split” Concepts: If a
mention span can not be normalized to a CUI, annotators
may use multiple CUIs to represent that mention. For example, “prominent Q-waves in AVL” may be normalized as
C0205402 “Prominent (qualifier value)”, C1287077 “Finding
of electrocardiogram Q wave (finding)”, and C0449216 “aVL
(body structure)”. There are two possible annotation strategies
for normalizing compositional concept mentions: (1) split
the mention span and normalize each subsumed mention
span separately; (2) split the mention span to the largest
mention span which may be normalized to a CUI and the
other smaller mention span(s). Taking “left breast biopsy” as
an example, illustrated in Figure 2, the first approach may
represent it as “left”, “breast”, and “biopsy”. The second
approach may represent it as “left” and “breast biopsy”. In
theory, the post-coordinated expression constructed based on

During the annotation, we found cases when multiple equivalent split annotations are possible. “Left breast biopsy”, for
example, may be split into either (1)“left breast” and “biopsy”
or (2)“left” and “breast biopsy”. In either case, the annotators
were not asked to adjust the i2b2 concept spans according to
the normalization choice they made. Rather, this task was done
during adjudication, which helped to ensure span consistency
(see section V).
3) Normalization of Singular/Plural Concepts: If a mention
is in plural form and there exists an appropriate concept
in plural form, the mention is normalized to the concept.
Otherwise, the mention is normalized to the proper concept
in singular form. For example, “masses” would be normalized
as C1265602 “Multiple masses (morphologic abnormality)”,
while “mass” would be normalized as C0577559 “Mass (morphologic abnormality)”. Conversely, “murmurs” would just be
normalized as C0018808 “Murmur (finding)”, since there is
no corresponding plural concept in the terminology.
4) CUI-less Concepts: The compositional concept annotation strategy described above allows the annotators to assign
multiple CUIs to complex concepts that do not map to a
single CUI. As a result, our dataset contains substantially
fewer CUI-less annotations as compared to the CLEF/SemEval
dataset [17]–[19]. However, we still needed to assign the CUIless label to the mentions which could not be mapped to
any concepts in the terminology. For example, “quite” and
“somewhat” when used as a part of a compositional concept
such as “quite sedated” and “somewhat tender” are vague, and
as such, they are assigned the CUI-less label. “CSF labeled
tube # 1” is another example that would be normalized as CUIless, simply because there is no appropriate concept mapping
in the terminology.
5) Concept Search by SNOMED CT Hierarchy: Since
the same clinical concept may be referred to in multiple
ways using lexical variants and other similar expressions,
it is unrealistic for a terminology to include every possible
expression for a concept. Because of that – and also because of
certain limitations of the current UMLS Terminology Services
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(UTS) 1 search engine – it is sometimes difficult to find the
appropriate concept. To ease the burden of locating the right
CUI in difficult cases, we directed the annotators to search for
it by navigating SNOMED CT concept hierarchy. Consider the
text span “isocoric” as an example. The annotators would not
be able find any concept mapping for this string by using direct
search in the UTS browser. However, direct search may return
an appropriate normalization for a related concept, “anisocoria”. Looking at the parent node of “anisocoria”, we may
then identify a more general concept, “Finding of proportion
of pupil” which is related to “isocoric”. By navigating the
concepts of its children nodes, we can properly normalize
“isocoric” as C0578617 “Pupils equal” as illustrated in Figure
3.

Step 1

Step 3
Step 2

Isocoric

Fig. 3: Concept search by navigating SNOMED CT hierarchy.

C. Annotation and Adjudication Process
We performed dual annotation, followed by adjudication.
The annotation was done by four part-time annotators who
were upper-class pharmacy or nursing students. The adjudication was performed by a certificated professional medical
coder, with additional assistance provided by the first author.
Regular discussions were held with the annotators as well
as the adjudicator for guideline clarification and to ensure
annotation consistency. Both the annotators and the adjudicator
used the UMLS Terminology Services (UTS) Metathesaurus
Browser with RxNorm as the source for normalizing the
mentions of medication. For all other mentions, the annotators
and the adjudicator used the UTS SNOMED CT Browser to
identify appropriate CUI(s).
The following two tasks were performed during adjudication: (a) resolving the differences in the dual annotation and
(b) adjusting the mention spans for compositional concepts.
For each adjudicated/adjusted mention span, either a CUI or a
“CUI-less” label was assigned by the adjudicator. Note when
the annotators disagreed, the adjudicator was not restricted to
choosing between the two annotations, but could select a different mapping from the terminology. Another consideration
is that for some compositional concepts, SNOMED CT has
different but equivalent possibilities to split the text span. For
example, the “left breast biopsy” can be split and normalized
as “left breast” + “biopsy” or as “left” + “breast biopsy”.
1 UTS.

https://uts.nlm.nih.gov/home.html

During annotation (pre-adjudication), annotators might assign
either equivalent split to normalize the entire mention span.
Therefore, we allow only the adjudicator to modify the
mention spans such that consistent mention split and adjustment were conducted during adjudication. In this example,
the mention span was adjusted as two subsumed mention
spans, one for “left” and the other for “breast biopsy” as the
post-adjudication annotation. In addition to that, SNOMED
CT often has multiple equivalent concepts, for example, for
observations and findings. Therefore, whenever there was a
disagreement between two annotators, the adjudicator was also
asked to judge whether this is a true disagreement or whether
the CUIs they selected were actually equivalent.
D. Baseline Normalization Model
In order to enable comparison and evaluation of computational methods using MCN, we provide a sieve-based normalization model which contains exact-match and MetaMap
[12] modules. The exact-match module contains two components: (1) exact match against the mentions in the training dataset, and (2) exact match against the Metathesaurus
concept synonyms. If a mention can be matched exactly
to a unique CUI, it is normalized to that CUI. Otherwise, the mention is considered ambiguous and passed to
the next module for the normalization. For the MetaMap,
-term_processing is used with the default settings:
-relaxed_model, -ignore_word_order and restriction of sources to SNOMED CT and RxNorm. If a mention
can not be normalized by any of the modules, it is assigned
to the CUI-less category.
Our annotated corpus contains the total of 3,792 unique
CUIs. Table I gives a comparison of the number of unique
CUIs in MCN with the total unique CUIs available in
SNOMED CT, RxNorm, and the two sources combined. Some
medication concepts exist in both SNOMED CT and RxNorm.
The “Combined” column in Table I shows the number of
unique CUIs in SNOMED CT and RxNORM. In addition,
there are 1,926,312 concept synonyms collected from level
0 terminologies containing vocabulary sources for which no
additional license agreements are necessary beyond the UMLS
license and SNOMED CT in the Metathesaurus which are used
in the exact-match module.
CUI Count

SNOMED CT
333,183

RxNorm
114,150

Combined
434,056

MCN
3,792

TABLE I: Number of unique CUIs from SNOMED CT,
RxNorm, SNOMED CT & RxNorm Combined and MCN.
In the i2b2/VA NER annotation, adjective and noun phrases
are annotated as single spans, for example, the entire noun
phrase “her left ovary” would be marked as a single concept
mention. If the full mention is used during dictionary-based
normalization, “her” may interfere with proper lookup and the
normalization will fail.
However, removing such common word tokens prior to
lookup may be problematic as well. For example, “her” may
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refer to “human epidermal growth factor receptor” instead of
the possessive pronoun. In our settings, the sieve-based model
is run twice. In the first round, the model normalizes the lowercase mention spans with the possible acronym/abbreviation
tokens included during lookup. In the second round, the system
normalizes lower-case mention spans in which the special
tokens are removed.
Here are some additional examples of the common word
tokens that are included in the mention spans due to the
i2b2 complete noun/adjective phrase annotation policy and
are removed in the second round: “his”, “her”, “patient”,
“&apos;d”, “&apos;s”, “&quot;”, “&lt;”, “&gt;”, “an”, “a”,
“any”, “your”, “this”, “these”, “that”, “those”, “the”, etc.
Since MCN corpus will be used in a shared task on
normalization, we split the corpus into the training dataset with
6,684 mentions and test dataset with 6,925 mentions. In order
to divide the corpus into training and test data with similar
CUIs distribution, we use Jensen-Shannon divergence [26] to
evaluate the distribution based on the relative frequencies of
CUIs. The Jensen-Shannon divergence between the training
and test data is 0.3236. Figure 4 shows the similar distribution of CUIs between training and test data. In addition to
evaluating the baseline sieve-based model on the test data, we
also evaluate the model using 5-fold cross validation on the
training dataset.
Training

CUIs

Testing

0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

0.000

0.002

0.004

0.006

0.008

Frequency (%)

Fig. 4: CUI distribution between training and test datasets. The
figure shows the CUIs with frequency count more than 2 in
MCN. CUIs are sorted by the frequency in the training data.
IV. R ESULTS
A. Annotation Statistics
We annotated 100 discharge summaries from the fourth
i2b2/VA 2010 shared task data, with the total of 10,919
mentions of medical problems, treatments, and tests. Table II
shows the resulting corpus statistics post-adjudication, with
additional 2,690 mention spans derived from adjusting the
original i2b2 mention spans during adjudication. Compared
to 30% CUI-less mentions in the CLEF/SemEval dataset, the
compositional annotation approach reduced the percentage of
CUI-less mentions to 2.7% in our annotated corpus.
Recall that when two annotators disagreed, the adjudicator
was asked to decide during adjudication whether the CUIs

Mention
Count

Pre-adj
10,919

Post-adj
13,609

CUI-less / %
368 / 2.70

TABLE II: Number of mentions for pre-adjudication, postadjudication, and CUI-less.
selected by the two annotators were in fact equivalent. We
therefore are able to report both pre- and post-adjudication
agreement figures.
Pre-adjudication Inter-Annotator Agreement (IAA) is calculated as the accuracy of the annotations over all annotated
mentions. Post-adjudication IAA is calculated based on the
equivalence indicator assigned by the adjudicator. Formally,
the Pre-adjudication and Post-adjudication Inter-Annotator
Agreement are:
Pre-adjudication IAA = NMA/NAM
Post-adjudication IAA = (NMA + NEA)/NAM
where NMA is number of matched annotations, NEA is number
of equivalent annotations, and NAM is number of annotated
mentions. Table III gives the overall pre-adjudication and postadjudication IAA, as well as the IAA for single and compositional concepts separately. Our overall IAA was 67.69%
pre-adjudication and 74.20% post-adjudication.
As discussed above, some of the disagreement may be
caused by factors such as the existence of equivalent concepts
from different hierarchies in SNOMED CT, differently split
but equivalent annotations of the compositional concepts and
so on. For both single and compositional concept mentions, the
increased post-adjudication IAA demonstrates that disagreement is at least in part caused by those factors. As always,
disagreements can also be caused by inconsistent compliance
with the annotation guidelines, difference in the annotators’
medical backgrounds, and so on.
B. Baseline Performance
We evaluate our sieve-based model under two settings: (1)
5-fold cross validation using the training dataset; (2) against
the test data. The results are shown in Table IV. In both
settings, exact-match module achieves about 70% accuracy
in the first round. MetaMap boosts the performance by an
additional 6%. The second round which tries to match the
mention after removing the common word tokens increases
system performance by an extra 0.75%.
V. D ISCUSSION
While our IAA is comparable to similar state-of-the-art corpora, we are able to pinpoint a few issues that have contributed
to the annotation inconsistencies. Firstly, the i2b2 corpus was
designed for NER, without special consideration for NEN, thus
containing a large percentage of compositional concepts that
are difficult to normalize. Secondly, the ambiguity and inconsistency in the Metathesaurus also contribute to the annotation
inconsistency. Lastly, the annotators need to rely on contextual
information and / or medical knowledge to normalize certain
concepts, which may also increase disagreement.
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Single Concept Mention
Compositional Concept Mention
Total

Mention Count / %
8,762 / 80.25
2,157 / 19.75
10,919

Pre-adjudication IAA Count / %
6,615 / 75.50
765 / 35.47
7,380 / 67.69

Post-adjudication IAA Count / %
6,975 / 79.61
1,127 / 52.25
8,102 / 74.20

TABLE III: Inter-annotator agreement for pre-adjudication and post-adjudication.
5-fold CV
Testing

EM-Train
50.96
51.75

EM-UMLS
70.09
69.52

MetaMap
76.27
75.65

EM-Train-wo-Com
76.99
76.27

EM-UMLS-wo-Com
77.05
76.35

MetaMap-wo-Com
77.07
76.35

TABLE IV: Evaluation (accuracy) of sieve-based model against MCN under two settings: 1) 5-fold cross validation of the
training dataset; 2) against testing dataset. “EM” stands for exact match. “wo-Com” stands for removing common word tokens.

A. Limitations of the Underlying i2b2 Mention Span Annotation
The i2b2 annotation guidelines were designed for an NER
task, where the mentions consist of the entire noun phrases
or adjective phrases. Whereas in an annotation task designed
for normalization, the mention span would typically be the
most specific disorder conveyed in the text. For example, in
“The patient was found to have left lower extremity DVT”,
the CLEF/SemEval guidelines would mark “lower extremity
DVT’ as a mention span and normalize it to the concept
C0340708 “Deep venous thrombosis of lower extremity (disorder)”, while the i2b2 guidelines would recognize “left lower
extremity DVT” as a mention span because it is a complete
noun phrase. The i2b2 approach increases the number of
both compositional aggregate and compositional composed
concepts [23]. In our annotation, we estimate about 19.75% of
the mention spans in our corpus belonging to compositional
concept mentions which require more than one CUI to represent the mention.
1) Disjoint Spans: Another problem with the i2b2 guidelines is that they do not allow disjoint concept mentions.
Therefore, in “A tumor was found in the left ovary”, the
i2b2 guidelines would mark “a tumor” and “the left ovary” as
separate mentions, while the CLEF/SemEval guidelines, for
example, would mark “tumor ... left ovary” as one concept.
Although the i2b2 guidelines do not allow disjoint mention
spans, a separate relation annotation could be introduced to
link related mention spans to construct a post-coordinated expression. SemEval 2015 Task 14 [19] uses predefined attributes
such as “body location” and “severity” for a somewhat similar
purpose. Rather than introducing relations between spans in
MCN (whether as attributes or as links), we allowed our adjudicators to adjust the mention spans to create disjoint spans
when it is unavoidable. For example, in “breast or ovarian
cancer”, we split the mention span as “breast ... cancer” and
“ovarian cancer” and normalize the two mentions as C0006142
“Malignant neoplasm of breast (disorder)” and C1140680
“Malignant tumor of ovary (disorder)” respectively. In MCN,
we estimate about 1.93% of the annotations belonging to
disjoint mention spans.
2) Laterality: Frequently, a compositional concept mention
would include the laterality information, in which case often
different-but-equivalent split annotations would be possible.

During adjudication, we split and adjust the mention span
into the subsumed span containing the lateral information
and the other subsumed mention spans. For example, “LEFT
CORONARY ARTERY STENOSIS” may be split and normalized by annotators as either (1) C0205091 “Left (qualifier
value)” and C0242231 “Coronary artery stenosis (disorder)”
or (2) C1261082 “Left coronary artery structure (body structure)” and C1261287 “Stenosis (morphologic abnormality)”
as illustrated in Figure 5. In this case, the first annotation is
preferred and adjudicators adjust the mention span, following
this approach to improve annotation consistency.
C0205091
Left (qualifier value)
LEFT CORONARY ARTERY STENOSIS
C0242231
Coronary artery stenosis (disorder)
C1261082
Left coronary artery structure (body structure)
LEFT CORONARY ARTERY STENOSIS
C1261287
Stenosis (morphologic abnormality)

Fig. 5: Annotation of compositional concept mentions with
laterality.
3) Numeric Values: We observed that in the i2b2 annotation, there is some inconsistency with respect to whether
numeric values are included as part of the noun/adjective
phrase. For example, in the phrase “4 monos”, only “monos”
may be annotated as a named entity, while in the phrase “32
monos”, the whole phrase would be annotated. In general, our
policy was to exclude numerical values during normalization.
As a result, we had to adjust the corresponding i2b2 mention
spans during adjudication. Taking “3+ carotid” as an example,
we would adjust the mention span to “carotid” and normalize it
as C0232136 “Carotid arterial pulse, function (observable entity)”. However, in some cases, a mention containing a numeric
value should in fact be normalized together with that value. For
example, “10% BODY BURNS” is normalized as C0565941
“Burn involving 10-14% of body surface (disorder)”.
4) Other Issues:
a) Mention spans are annotated without considering existing concept nomenclature: For example, “decreased sen-
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sation to touch” is annotated as “decreased sensation” and
“touch”. If existing concepts are considered, a better named
entity annotation would be “decreased” and “sensation to
touch”, which in turn may be normalized as C0205216 “Decreased (qualifier value)” and C0576659 “Finding of sensation
of touch (finding)” as illustrated in Figure 6. “Laparoscopy
with biopsy” is another example where “Laparoscopy” and
“biopsy” are annotated as separate named entities. Although
post-coordinated expression may be formed to represent the
complete concept, it would be simpler to annotate the mention
span as “Laparoscopy with biopsy” since there is a concept, C0198536 “Laparoscopy with biopsy (procedure)” in
SNOMED CT.
decreased sensation to touch
C0205216
Decreased (qualifier value)
decreased sensation to touch
C0576659
Finding of sensation of touch (finding)

Fig. 6: Disagreement between noun/adjective phrase annotations and concepts in the terminology.
b) Adjective phrases are annotated but their subjects are
not: For example, in the sentence, “Her affect was slightly
inappropriate”, the adjective phrase, “slightly inappropriate”
is annotated, but the subject, “affect” is not annotated. “Anal
tone is reduced” is another example where only “reduced”
is annotated but “Anal tone” is not. For both examples,
the subjects are not annotated, so it would be impossible
to generate the post-coordinated expression to represent the
complete concept.
c) Noun/adjective phrase annotation excludes verbs: For
example, only the phrase “two units” is annotated in “The
patient was transfused two units”. Similarly, in “She can one
walk without difficulties”, only “difficulties” is annotated as
a named entity. In both examples, the verbs, “transfused” and
“walk”, which are not annotated, play an important role in
forming a complete concept.
d) Inconsistent “of-phrase” annotation: In some cases
the complete of-phrase is annotated, while in others only
the head phrase is marked as a named entity. For example,
in “A computerized tomography scan of his head”, only “A
computerized tomography scan” is annotated as a named
entity. Similarly, in “blunt fracture of the neck of the pancreas”, only the phrase “blunt fracture” is annotated. Although
it is possible to link the subsumed mention spans to form
an equivalent post-coordinated expression, this inconsistency
illustrates the drawback of not considering concepts in the
medical terminology during NER annotation. For example,
taken as a single named entity, the phrase “A CT scan of
his head” could be normalized directly to C0202691 “Computed tomography of head (procedure)”. However, in order to

preserve the compatibility with other i2b2 annotation layers
as much as possible, we only adjust the mention spans if
absolutely necessary, even if expanding the original mention
span would make the named entity easier to normalize.
B. Limitations of Metathesaurus and Controlled Vocabularies
1) SNOMED CT Concepts Mapped to Multiple CUIs: A
SNOMED CT concept sometimes gets mapped to multiple
CUIs in the Metathesaurus. For example, “Hernia of abdominal cavity (disorder)” may be mapped to either C0019270
“Hernia” or C0178282 “Hernia of abdominal cavity” in
the Metathesaurus. “Depressive disorder (disorder)” may be
mapped to C0344315 “Depressed mood”, C0011581 “Depressive disorder” or C0349217 “Depressive episode, unspecified”.
In such cases, one of the CUIs was selected by the adjudicator
and applied consistently for all mentions referring to that
concept.
2) Incomplete Concept Coverage: SNOMED CT occasionally has incomplete or inconsistent concept coverage. For
example, there exists a concept, C1997551 “Left ventricular
wall motion abnormality”. However, there is no lateral counterpart, “Right ventricular wall motion abnormality”. Similarly,
SNOMED CT includes three concepts related to the “fingernose-finger test”: C0278158 “Finger-to-nose test (procedure)”,
C1285619 “Finger-nose test response (observable entity)” and
C1286392 “Finger-nose test finding (finding)”; but it only includes two concepts related to the “heel-shin test”: C1288236
“Heel-shin test finding (finding)” and C0575094 “Heel-shin
test response (observable entity)”. The preferred procedure
concept is missing. In this case, our adjudicator normalized
the concept mention to as a finding concept, C1288236.
Such examples are abundant in SNOMED CT, for instance,
“Slow (qualifier value)” and “Slowly (qualifier value)” are both
SNOMED CT concepts, but “vigorous” is not a concept while
“vigorously” is. Although it is impractical to include every
possible concept in a dictionary, the SNOMED CT coverage
issue contributes to the inconsistency in our annotation.
3) Equivalent Concepts from Different SNOMED CT Hierarchies: In order to ensure consistent annotation, we needed to
resolve the ambiguities induced by equivalent concepts from
different hierarchies in SNOMED CT. For example, “blood
pressure” may be interpreted and normalized to C0005823
“Blood pressure (observable entity)” which belongs to the
observable entity hierarchy, C0005824 “Blood pressure taking
(procedure)” which belongs to the procedure hierarchy, or
C1271104 “Blood pressure finding (finding)” which belongs
to the finding hierarchy. While such related concepts from
different hierarchies may technically be different, they are
often impossible to separate out. We therefore had to treat them
as equivalent and asked the adjudicators to pick one concept
and normalize them consistently to that concept. To maintain
consistency, selection among related concepts from different
hierarchies had to be made during adjudication process. So
in the above example, “blood pressure” would always be
normalized as C0005824. “Peripheral pulse” is another example which may be normalized as either a finding (C0577835
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“Finding of peripheral pulse (finding)”) or an observable entity
(C0232139 “Peripheral pulse, function (observable entity)”).
In this case, “peripheral pulse” would always be normalized
to C0577835. In general, since the finding hierarchy has
a broader coverage in SNOMED CT than the observable
entity hierarchy, the concepts from the finding hierarchy were
preferred during normalization.
4) Inconsistent Concept Mapping in the Metathesaurus:
While the UMLS maps concepts in SNOMED CT to CUIs, the
mappings are sometimes inconsistent, especially for the related
concepts in different SNOMED CT hierarchies. In some cases,
the Metathesaurus maps these concepts to separate CUIs, in
other cases, to the same CUI. For example, “Finding of range
of hip flexion (finding)” and “Range of hip flexion (observable
entity)” are mapped to C1288079 and C0576003 respectively.
At the same time, “Capillary refill (finding)” and “Capillary
filling, function (observable entity)” are mapped to the same
CUI, C0425716.
C. Other Normalization Challenges
1) Inconsistencies Due to Contextual Information: As mentioned in the section III-B, in order to achieve consistent
annotation, we only take into account the context of a mention
when the mention itself does not provide enough information
for normalization. Consider the i2b2 named entity, “consolidation” in the snippet “low lung volumes, no consolidation”.
One would normalize it to C0521530 “Lung consolidation
(disorder)” given the context; one could also normalize it
to C0702116 “Consolidation (morphologic abnormality)” ignoring the context. While both concepts are appropriate, our
annotators were instructed to pick the second one for the sake
of consistency. We argue that a downstream model that may
combine the concept “lung” and the concept “consolidation”
to produce the post-coordinated concept, “lung consolidation”.
Notwithstanding the no-contextual-information rule, some
mentions can only be disambiguated by their context. For
example, the mention “paralysis” can refer either to C0522224
“Paralysis (finding)” or to C0235062 “Induction of neuromuscular blockade (procedure)”; its meaning would depend
on the context. The concept coverage of SNOMED CT also
contributes to this issue. For example, SNOMED CT does not
contain a general concept for “anterior myocardial infarction”,
but instead contains the following two concepts: C2349195
“Acute myocardial infarction of anterior wall (disorder)” and
C0340320 “Old anterior myocardial infarction (disorder)”. If
a mention does not specify whether the anterior myocardial
infarction is acute or old, the annotator has to refer to the
context to make a decision.
2) Annotation Inconsistencies Related to the UTS Search
Engine: During the annotation and adjudication, we identified
the limitations of the current UTS search engine with respect
to finding possible concepts using string lookup. In many
cases, the annotator has to change the wording of the mention
in order to find the appropriate concept. In those cases, the
normalization relies on the annotator’s domain knowledge and
comprehensive synonym search. Table V gives some examples

of the mentions which require this type of intensive synonym
search or domain knowledge to be normalized correctly.
Additionally, we observed that some annotators tended to
pick the normalization from the top few concepts returned
by the search engine. Therefore, the ranking algorithm of the
search engine affects the quality of the annotation. For example, searching for “Q-wave” returns C1305738 “Q wave feature (observable entity)” at the first rank, whereas, C1287077
“Finding of electrocardiogram Q wave (finding)” at the 6th
rank. Further, annotators may have different preferences, resulting in annotation inconsistencies which need to be resolved
during adjudication.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we provide the first publicly available corpus
for the normalization task which extends beyond existing
normalization corpora for disorders to a much broader set
of categories. Our proposed compositional concept annotation
approach effectively reduces the number of CUI-less mentions,
and therefore provides more complete and comprehensive
information about the patient, which should in turn facilitate
downstream analyses using medical notes. During annotation
and adjudication, we identified and resolved a number of issues
and challenges caused by ambiguity and inconsistency in the
current medical terminologies and the underlying named entity
annotation. We have included a comprehensive discussion of
these issues, so that both clinical NLP and medical terminology communities could benefit from this information in
future research. Our hope is that this effort will contribute to
the improvement of both normalization methodology and the
quality of controlled terminologies, enhancing our ability to
generalize across patient records and across hospital locations.
We plan to host a shared task and release MCN corpus to the
research community in the Spring of 2019.
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